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Sea salt flakes

Smoked sea salt

Sea salt with Greek
smoked paprika

Himalayan salt
with turmeric
and other spices

Sea salt with
oregano & sesame

Coarse sea salt
Prime sea salt

Authentic himalayan coarse salt

Coarse smoked salt

Sea salt with oregano
& other herbs

Sea salt with
caraway & other
spices

Fleur de sel

Authentic
himalayan rock salt
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A band of
brothers
navigating
the exotic
waters of
artisan salts

Our journey inspired our company and the love for the all natural salts
became our compass. We were enthusiasts of the Greek organic food
market before we set our sights on salt. Greece, after all, is the cradle of the
Mediterranean. Diet, mainly because of the variety and purity of its herbs.
We started with blending the aromas of Greek herbs with a prime sea salt
harvested at the Salinas of Messolonghi -a natural habitat of wild life in
western Greece. Set between two rivers, a natural lagoon has been formed
and is one of the most important wetlands in Europe and the largest in
Greece. It is protected by the Ramsar Treaty and is part of the Natura 2000
network. It is a place of exceptional beauty and ecological value, rare flora,
280 species of birds and picturesque “pelades” - small wooden houses on
piles in the water.

Made in Messolonghi
If you were to cross the old MessolonghiAitoliko highway your view will be
dominated by numerous 15m high salt
mountains spread all across the saltwater
plain. It is the largest salt marsh in Greece,
capable of producing up to 80% of Greece’s
salt (120.000 tonnes) and it covers an area
of 46.5 km2.
Our production starts in early spring, when
seawater is channeled, isolated and stored.
There we let the spring and summer sun and
winds heat and slowly dry it out. As summer
draws to an end saltwater is transferred to
pans where it’s allowed to fully dry until
September when the salt is harvested. It
is washed with brine to remove unwanted
solids, but without losing trace elements
and minerals. The result is pure salt, which
will be stored in large 10 to 15m mountains.
The whole process is based on the same
traditional techniques that have been used
for decades.

Salt Odyssey and Messolonghi
share the success
It was Salt Odyssey that made Messolonghi’s salt
famous in Greece. First in 2008, it packaged and
marketed this amazing salt in its pure natural raw
form. And natural it is, indeed! And tasty! So is the
constellation of the Salt Odyssey series of salts and
spices: a natural source of vital elements for good
health and a rich flavor palette for the gourmet of
this world! It is now exported to 19 countries across
4 continents and with its 36 awards, is arguably the
world’s most awarded natural sea salt!

Only the purest will do
We use only the unrefined product, which is
free from chemical additives and contains
only natural ingredients. ISO 9001 and
IFS certification standards are maintained
throughout and we see that quality and
granulometry checks are systematically
performed in the chemical laboratory.
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PRIME
SEA SALT
100% natural, unrefined
sea salt harvested
at the salinas
of Messolonghi,
Greece.
NO iodine
NO anticaking agents
NO flow improvers
To be used instead of table salt.

PURE SEA SALT

PURE SEA SALT

NATURAL COARSE
SEA SALT (MILL)

NATURAL COARSE
SEA SALT (BAG)

Packaging: Plastic semitransparent salt shaker
60Χ60Χ120mm, 260g net
Description: An all-natural,
unrefined crystalized sea salt.
It will give you the delicious
savory taste that you‘ve been
looking for. Our pantry essential
salt shaker contains no iodine,
anticaking agents or flow
improvers that are usually added
to common table salt.

Packaging: PP thick and smooth
matte bag with semi-transparent
window, 100X60X170mm,
1000g net.
Description: An all-natural,
unrefined crystalized sea salt. It
will give you the delicious savory
taste that you have been looking
for. Our refill bag contains no
iodine, anticaking agents or flow
improvers that are usually added
to the common table salt.

Packaging: Glass jar with
ceramic mill in a hard carton box
60x50x150mm, 100g net
Description: Our all-natural,
clean-tasting coarse sea salt will
give you the straightforward
salty flavor that you have been
missing. Grind the purest, solarevaporated sea salt to taste the
true meaning of natural!

Packaging: PP thick and smooth
matte bag with semi-transparent
window, 100X60X170mm,
1000g net.
Description: Our all-natural,
clean-tasting coarse sea salt will
give you the straightforward
salty flavor that you have been
missing. Refill your mill with
the purest, solar-evaporated sea
salt to taste the true meaning of
natural!

Originates from the salinas of
Messolonghi, an unpolluted area
environmentally protected by
the Ramsar Treaty. The pure,
solar-evaporated sea salt can be
used instead of common table
salt, both in cooking and as
finishing salt

Originates from the salinas of
Messolonghi, an unpolluted area
environmentally protected by
the Ramsar Treaty. The pure,
solar-evaporated sea salt can be
used instead of table salt, both in
cooking and as finishing salt

(SALT SHAKER)

(BAG)

Originates from the Salinas of
Messolonghi, an unpolluted area
environmentally protected by
the Ramsar Treaty. The clean
crystal grains of salt odyssey’s
natural coarse sea salt can be
grinded while cooking or can
be used as a finishing salt in all
your favorite dishes.

Originates from the salinas of
Messolonghi, an unpolluted area
environmentally protected by
the Ramsar Treaty. The clean
crystal grains of salt odyssey’s
natural coarse sea salt will melt
while cooking or can be grinded
in all your favorite dishes as a
finishing salt.
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All natural
FLEUR DE SEL
Skimmed off by hand
from the salt ponds
of Messolonghi,
Greece.

FLEUR DE SEL (JAR)
Packaging: Clear plastic jar with
aluminum lid 70x70x60mm, 150gr net
Description: All natural, unrefined, the
purest and tastier of all sea salts. Ancient
Greeks called it “ANTHOS ALATOS” hence
the name Fleur De Sel.
Skimmed off by hand from the salt
ponds of Messolonghi - an unpolluted
area environmentally protected by the
Ramsar Treaty- this luxurious, cleantasting crystals surprise chefs and food
professionals.
With its velvety flavor and moist texture,
it will work miracles as finishing salt on
meat, salads, potatoes, eggs, vegetables,
among others.

AWARDED
SMOKED
SEA SALT
The Messolonghi pure sea salt
has been smoked in beechwood
for 140 hours -NO artificial
smoke flavourings. Ideal for meat,
legumes, potatoes, soups and
vegetarian meals.

SMOKED FINE SEA SALT (JAR)

SMOKED COARSE SEA SALT

Packaging: Clear plastic jar with aluminum lid
70x70x60mm, 150gr net
Description: The best gourmet, multi-awarded
salt available is made by naturally smoke pure
sea salt in real-beechwood for 140 hours, to
create a powerful, intense, deliciously rich
smoked salt.

Packaging: Glass jar with ceramic mill in a
hard carton box 60x50x150mm, 100g net
Description: This heavily aromatic salt is
made by naturally smoke coarse sea salt for
140 hours, to create an intense gourmet salt
with the scent of genuine beechwood.

Awarded in various different food evaluations
and contests every year, salt odyssey’s smoked
fine sea salt is valued for its deep, smoky
flavor, its unique golden brown color and its
phenomenal aroma!
The cold natural smoking process with no
artificial smoke flavorings or colors added makes
this wonderful salt ideal for meat, legumes,
potatoes or soups. It is treasured by vegetarians
and vegans around the world for its natural,
bacon-like taste and its intense smoky aroma
which takes vegetarian cuisine to a new, special
dimension.

(MILL)

Awarded in both great taste and olymp
awards, salt odyssey’s smoked coarse sea
salt is naturally rich flavored and intensely
aromatic.
Why don’t you try to grind it over meat or
fish during BBQ with your friends or add it to
cooking and give your recipes a mild, subtle
smoky fragrance!
Vegetarians use it as a finishing salt and they
adore it!
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THE JOURNEY OF SALTS

THE GOURMET
COLLECTION
Combo packaging
Three selections of four different salts
in one packaging. An introduction
to gourmet salts or a perfect present
for your loved ones!

Packaging: Four clear plastic jars of 80gr with aluminum lid, in a plastic white net and carton side-open box 100x60x130mm, 320gr net

Sea salt with Greek
smoked paprika

Prime sea salt
from Messolonghi

Pure sea salt from
Messolonghi 95%, Greek
smoked paprika 5%.

100% natural sea salt
harvested at the salinas
of Messolonghi, Greece.

Fleur de Sel
from Messolonghi

Sea salt
from Messolonghi
smoked in beechwood

The purest, the tastier of all sea
salts. Ancient Greeks called it
“ANTHOS ALATOS” hence the
name Fleur De Sel.

The Messolonghi pure sea salt
has been smoked in beechwood
for 140 hours - NO artificial
smoke flavourings.

Fleur de Sel
from Messolonghi

Sea salt
from Messolonghi
smoked in beechwood

The purest, the tastier of all sea
salts. Ancient Greeks called it
“ANTHOS ALATOS” hence the
name Fleur De Sel.

The Messolonghi pure sea salt
has been smoked in beechwood
for 140 hours - NO artificial
smoke flavourings.

Sea salt with
oregano & sesame

Himalayan salt with
turmeric & other spices

Pure sea salt from Messolonghi
90%, sesame from Evros 5% and
organic Cretan herbs (oregano,
thyme, spearmint) 5%.

Authentic Himalayan rock salt
85%, herbal mix of turmeric,
mustard, curry, sumac 15%.

Sea salt with caraway
& other spices

Sea salt with Greek
smoked paprika

Pure sea salt from Messolonghi
85%, herbal mix of caraway,
allspice, sichuan pepper 15%.

Pure sea salt from Messolonghi
95%, Greek smoked paprika 5%.

Sea salt with oregano
& other aromatic herbs

Sea salt with
turmeric & other spices

Pure sea salt from Messolonghi
85%, herbal mix of oregano,
marjoram, rosemary, tarragon 15%.

Pure sea salt from Messolonghi
85%, herbal mix of turmeric,
mustard, curry, sumac 15%.
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SEA SALT FLAKES
FROM MESSHOLONGHI,
GREECE
Use this wonderful salt
as table salt or during cooking

Sea Salt flakes with
organic sweet Pepper

Sea Salt flakes with
Garlic and Basil

Sea Salt flakes
Natural

Ingredients: Natural sea salt
from Messolonghi, certified
organic paprika.
Color: reddish
Packaging: Carton box 11Χ7Χ7
(outer), pp bag (inner), 75g net
Description: This wonderful
-pyramid shaped- salt with the
addition of high quality, organic
paprika, is used as a finishing salt
or at the end of cooking. Just crush
it gently between your fingertips
and sprinkle it over meat, chicken,
eggs, potatoes, pasta and stews

Ingredients: Natural sea salt
from Messolonghi, garlic, basil.
Color: greenish
Packaging: Carton box 11Χ7Χ7
(outer), pp bag (inner), 75g net
Description: This wonderful
-pyramid shaped- salt with the
addition of high quality, garlic
and basil, is used as a finishing
salt or at the end of cooking. Just
crush it gently between your
fingertips and sprinkle it over
pasta, meat, chicken, fish and
vegetables.

Ingredients: Natural sea salt
from Messolonghi
Color: white
Packaging: Carton box 11Χ7Χ7
(outer), pp bag (inner), 75g net
Description: This wonderful
-pyramid shaped- salt is used
as a finishing salt or at the
end of cooking. Just crush it
gently between your fingertips
and sprinkle it over meat, fish,
chicken, pasta, vegetables and
salads.
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Sea Salt flakes with
organic Oregano

Sea Salt flakes with
Lemon

Sea Salt flakes
Black

Ingredients: Natural sea salt
from Messolonghi, oregano from
Crete.
Color: greenish
Packaging: Carton box 11Χ7Χ7
(outer), pp bag (inner), 75g net
Description: This wonderful
-pyramid shaped- salt with the
addition of high quality, organic
oregano from the island of Crete,
is used as a finishing salt or at
the end of cooking. Just crush it
gently between your fingertips
and sprinkle it over chicken, fish,
meat, pasta, sauces, vegetables
and salads.

Ingredients: Natural sea salt
from Messolonghi, lemon zest,
mustard, flavouring: natural
lemon.
Color: yellow
Packaging: Carton box 11Χ7Χ7
(outer), pp bag (inner), 75g net
Description: This wonderful
-pyramid shaped- salt with the
addition of natural lemon zest
is used as a finishing salt or at
the end of cooking. Just crush it
gently between your fingertips
and sprinkle it over meat, fish,
chicken, pasta, vegetables and
salads.

Ingredients: Natural sea salt
from Messolonghi, cuttlefish ink
powder.
Color: black
Packaging: Carton box 11Χ7Χ7
(outer), pp bag (inner), 75g net
Description: This wonderful
-pyramid shaped- salt with the
addition of high quality, organic
paprika, is used as a finishing
salt or at the end of cooking. Just
crush it gently between your
fingertips and sprinkle it over
meat, chicken, eggs, potatoes,
pasta and stews
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SEA SALT BLENDED
WITH ORGANIC
HERBS & SPICES
Pure sea salt from Messolonghi, organic sesame from
Evros, organic Cretan herbs, naturally smoked Macedonian
paprika are some of the carefully selected ingredients
to create gourmet tastes suitable for professional chefs
as well as foodies and home cooks!
Use it in cooking instead of broth cubes, flavor your salads,
pasta or potatoes or create your own recipes.

COARSE SEA SALT WITH
SMOKED PAPRIKA (MILL)

SEA SALT WITH SMOKED
PAPRIKA (JAR)

Ingredients: Pure sea salt from
Messolonghi 95%, Greek smoked
paprika 5%
Color: red
Packaging: Glass jar with ceramic mill in
a hard carton box 60x50x150mm, 100g net
Description: Treasured for its beautiful
red color, slightly sweet smoked taste and
velvety flavor, this unique combination
of coarse sea salt with naturally smoked
paprika wakes up the chef hidden inside
everyone!

Ingredients: Pure sea salt from
Messolonghi 95%, Greek smoked
paprika 5%
Color: red
Packaging: Clear plastic jar with
aluminum lid 70x70x60mm, 150gr net
Description: A luxurious, traditionally
produced, smoked and dried paprika is
mixed with our beloved Messolonghi sea
salt using a special method, to create one
of the most delicious salts available.
With its perfectly balanced flavor and
extraordinary color, this award winning
salt will make your taste buds craving for
more!

Award winning both in Great taste awards
and Olymp awards, strikingly delicate, is
an ideal addition to every recipe! Among
others, try to cook legumes, meat or soy,
potatoes, eggs.
Your palate will feel the difference!

Take advantage of its exceptional flavor
notes to season legumes, meat, soy,
potatoes, eggs

SEA SALT WITH OREGANO
AND SESAME CERTIFIED
ORGANIC (JAR)
Ingredients: Pure sea salt from
Messolonghi 90%, sesame from Evros 5%
and organic Cretan herbs (oregano, thyme,
spearmint) 5%.
Color: green
Packaging: Clear plastic jar with
aluminum lid 70x70x60mm, 150gr net
Description: A superior clean, fresh and
certified organic sea salt combining the
aromatic flavors of the Mediterranean
herbs with the fantastic taste of the grilled
sesame seeds.
Awarded with platinum medal at Olymp
awards 2016 as well as 1 star at Great
taste awards, this versatile and delicious
salt will be your best friend in the kitchen.
The perfect, put-it-on-everything
ingredient that we have created can be
used instead of broth cubes in every cooked
or baked recipe, flavor your salads, or give
its wonderful Mediterranean taste at pasta
and potatoes
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100% AUTHENTIC
HIMALAYAN
ROCK SALT
All natural pink salt,
produced in Pakistan.
Each batch is checked for
absence of heavy metals.
To be used instead of table salt.

FINE ROCK SALT

FINE ROCK SALT

COARSE ROCK SALT
(MILL)

COARSE ROCK SALT

(BAG)

Packaging: Plastic semitransparent salt shaker
60Χ60Χ120mm, 260g net
Description: An all-natural, fine
rock salt with a wonderful mild
flavor and a beautiful pink color.
Widely regarded as a mineral
salt, authentic Himalayan fine
rock salt is mined from the
mountains of Pakistan, where
it has been formed million
years ago.

Packaging: PP thick and smooth
matte bag with semi-transparent
window, 100X60X170mm,
1000g net.
Description: An all-natural, fine
rock salt with a wonderful mild
flavor and a beautiful pink color.
Widely regarded as a mineral
salt, authentic Himalayan fine
rock salt is mined from the
mountains of Pakistan, where
it has been formed million
years ago.

Packaging: Glass jar with
ceramic mill in a hard carton
box 60x50x150mm, 100g net
Description: An all-natural,
coarse rock salt with a
wonderful mild flavor.
The variable shades of soft,
pale pink to deep rose inside
the bag, make these valuable
crystals not only an elegant
addition to your every day’s
table but also an excellent
partner to your family’s
healthy diet!

Packaging: PP thick and
smooth matte bag with
semi-transparent window,
100X60X170mm,
1000g net.
Description: An all-natural,
coarse rock salt with a
wonderful mild flavor.
The variable shades of soft,
pale pink to deep rose inside
the bag, make these valuable
crystals not only an elegant
addition to your every day’s
table but also an excellent
partner to your family’s
healthy diet!

(SALT SHAKER)

To ensure maximum quality
of this versatile and delicious
salt, each batch is checked for
absence of heavy metals by salt
odyssey.
This pantry essential salt shaker
of authentic Himalayan salt
can be used instead of common
table salt, both in cooking and as
finishing salt.

To ensure maximum quality
of this versatile and delicious
salt, each batch is checked for
absence of heavy metals by salt
odyssey.
This refill bag of authentic
Himalayan salt can be used
instead of table salt, both in
cooking and as finishing salt.

To ensure maximum quality
of this versatile and delicious
salt, each batch is checked for
absence of heavy metals by
salt odyssey.
Take the opportunity to use the
authentic Himalayan coarse
rock salt while cooking or grind
it with the ceramic mill as
a finishing salt, substituting
advantageously the common
table salt.

(BAG)

To ensure maximum quality
of this versatile and delicious
salt, each batch is checked for
absence of heavy metals by
salt odyssey.
This refill bag of authentic
Himalayan salt can be used
instead of table salt, both in
cooking and as finishing salt.
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your
Label

HORECA

Private Label

Either is the welcome gift of your hotel to your
guests or the supply of your restaurant’s kitchen,
we can do it!

Since salt odyssey is the most awarded salt
company in the world our unique salts are popular
and desirable. We produce a wide range of private
label gourmet salts for several brands around the
world with great success!

Salt odyssey delivers its range of products in
bulk sizes from 1kg to 25kg for your business
convenience. We are also able to manufacture our
products to small-gift size packaging starting from
as small as 30g!
As members of the Guild of Fine Food, we can
guarantee that using salt odyssey products in your
Ho.re.ca business will enhance the quality of your
dishes and the satisfaction of your customers and
guests.

Understanding the special needs of each brand, in
cooperation with our research and development
team, we create new custom made flavors for our
customers.
Always using top quality ingredients, we create
awarded salts for your brand, made by nature
only!
As members of the Private Label Manufacturer
Association we have not only the product and the
packaging but the knowledge to make your P.L.
successful!

A great variety of salt flavors for your horeca or private label needs.
COARSE SALTS

FINE SALTS

SALT FLAKES

FLEUR DE SEL

COARSE SALT FOR SALAD
SEA SALT WITH TURMERIC & OTHER SPICES
BLACK SALT FLAKES
FLEUR DE SEL WITH TRUFFLE
COARSE SALT FOR TZATZIKI
SEA SALT WITH CARRAWAY & OTHER SPICES
RED PEPPER SALT FLAKES
FLEUR DE SEL WITH SAFFRON
COARSE SALT WITH LEMON & ROSEMARY
SEA SALT WITH OREGANO & OTHER HERBS
OREGANO SALT FLAKES
MESSOLONGHI FLEUR DE SEL
COARSE SALT WITH GARLIC & BASIL
SEA SALT FOR BURGER
GARLIC & BASIL SALT FLAKES
COARSE SALT FOR FISH
SEA SALT FOR CHICKEN
LEMON SALT FLAKES			
COARSE SALT FOR BURGER
SEA SALT FOR BBQ
MESSOLONGHI SALT FLAKES			
COARSE SALT FOR BBQ
SEA SALT FOR FISH				
COARSE SALT FOR CHICKEN					
COARSE SALT WITH 4 PEPPERS					
COARSE SALT FOR SOUVLAKI

the
right
choice
Our fine sea salts & herbal
blends, have been awarded
in multiple food contests and
evaluations around
the world!
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palletization

CODE

		
PRODUCT
PACKAGING

NET
WEIGHT

ITEMS/ BOXES/
BOX
PALLET

ITEMS/
PALLET

5200113802033

PURE SEA SALT FROM MESSOLONGHI

saltshaker

280gr

12

260

3120

5200113802064
5200113802071
5200113802101
5200113802200
5200113802040
5200113802088
5200113802095
5200113802118
5200113802019
5200113802132
5200113802217
5200113802125
5200113802057
5200113802316
5200113802323
5200113802330
5200113802385
5200113802392
5200113802347
5200113802378
5200113802361

PURE SEA SALT FROM MESSOLONGHI
COARSE SEA SALT FROM MESSOLONGHI
COARSE SEA SALT FROM MESSOLONGHI
FLEUR DE SEL FROM MESSOLONGHI
AUTHENTIC HIMALAYAN ROCK SALT
AUTHENTIC HIMALAYAN ROCK SALT
AUTHENTIC HIMALAYAN COARSE SALT
AUTHENTIC HIMALAYAN COARSE SALT
SMOKED SEA SALT FROM MESSOLONGHI
SMOKED COARSE SEA SALT
SEA SALT WITH GREEK SMOKED PAPRIKA
COARSE SEA SALT WITH SMOKED PAPRIKA
SEA SALT WITH OREGANO AND SESAME
FOUR OF THE FINEST GREEK SALTS
FOUR OF THE BEST SALTS OF THE WORLD
FOUR OF THE TASTIER HERBAL SALT MIXES
SEA SALT FLAKES - ORGANIC SWEET PEPPER
SEA SALT FLAKES - GARLIC & BASIL
SEA SALT FLAKES - NATURAL
SEA SALT FLAKES - ORGANIC OREGANO
SEA SALT FLAKES - LEMON

bag
bag
mill
jar
saltshaker
bag
bag
mill
jar
mill
jar
mill
jar
combo
combo
combo
carton box
carton box
carton box
carton box
carton box

1000gr
1000gr
100gr
150gr
280gr
1000gr
1000gr
100gr
150gr
100gr
150gr
100gr
150gr
4X80gr
4X80gr
4X80gr
75gr
75gr
75gr
75gr
75gr

28
26
8
6
12
28
26
8
6
8
6
8
6
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
8

36
36
280
500
260
36
36
280
500
280
500
280
500
330
330
330
260
260
260
260
260

1008
936
2240
3000
3120
1008
936
2240
3000
2240
3000
2240
3000
1320
1320
1320
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080

5200113802354

SEA SALT FLAKES - BLACK

carton box

75gr

8

260

2080

70 Kazantzidi str. 57001, Thessaloniki, Greece, Τ. +30 2310 473575 , E. info@saltodyssey.com - saltodyssey.com

